Voltage transients in neuronal dendritic trees.
An analytical method is outlined for calculating the passive voltage transient at each point in an extensively branched neuron model for arbitrary current injection at a single branch. The method is based on a convolution formula that employs the transient response function, the voltage response to an instantaneous pulse of current. For branching that satisfies Rall's equivalent cylinder constraint, the response function is determined explicitly. Voltage transients, for a brief current injected at a branch terminal, are evaluated at several locations to illustrate the attenuation and delay characteristics of passive spread. A comparison with the same transient input terminal input, the fraction of input charge dissipated by various branches in the neuron model is illustrated. These fractions are independent of the input time course. For transient synaptic conductance change at a single branch terminal, a numerical example demonstrates the nonlinear effect of reduced synaptic driving potential. The branch terminal synaptic input is compared with the same synaptic conductance input applied to the soma on the basis of excitatory postsynaptic potential amplitude at the soma and charge delivered to the soma.